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The YouGov
Profiles Survey
by Focus Bari

 Online Quantitative Survey (CAWI) Profiles 

 Via ΥouGov panel

 Universe: adults 18-65 National (NSSG estimate: 6.495.473)

 Sample: 9.477 representative of the above population

 Fieldwork: continuous, results published July, 2022

 Focus Bari is the Affiliate Partner of YouGov in Greece 
(https://www.focusbari.gr/yougov/συνεργασία-με-yougov)

The International YouGov Proviles Survey is being conducted on

a continuous basis in Greece since September 2021. Covering

an extended variety of consumers habits, attitudes, mentality, 

opinions and intentions on a wide spectrum of subjects and brands, 

Profiles is a unique source of consumer insights and an outstanding 

targeting tool for businesses and marketers.  

The present report contains a series of Greeks habits and attitudes 

towards travelling and holidays

https://www.focusbari.gr/yougov/συνεργασία-με-yougov


•Jupiter is a gas 
giant and the 
biggest planet 
in our Solar 
System. It’s the 
fourth-
brightest object
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A Survey in 25 

countries has been 

conducted via 

the YouGov online 

panel regarding 

holidays intentions 

for Summer 2022

The previous two summers, travelling and holidays plans have completely 

changed due to the pandemic conditions. This summer, and although 

the pandemic measures have all been removed, a survey in 25 countries 

shows that people still prefer to spend their summer holidays in their own 

country instead of travelling to another country.  

However, there are quite a few differences between countries and 

continents, with countries outside Europe tending to spend their holidays 

domestically more than Europeans. 

Within Europe, a higher intention to spend holidays both in their own 

country and abroad is noted, with Southern Europeans preferring to have 

local holidays to a higher extent than the rest of the countries. 



“Where do you plan to spend your holidays in 2022?”
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Due to the pandemic, Greeks travelled much more in Greece 

than abroad during the last 12 months 
(“How many times did you travel for leisure during the last 12 months in Greece? 

And how many times did you travel abroad for leisure in the last 12 months?”)
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Attitudes towards

travelling 



Holiday Planning: when and how do Greeks plan 

their Holidays?
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I am willing to travel far in order to discover
new places

When I'm planning my holidays, I have at least
one destination in mind I have already selected

I tend to book only  short breaks outside of
school holidays/vacations

I plan my long holidays outside school
holidays/vacations

I usually come back to the same places on
holidays

I choose my holidays based on articles in the
newspapers/magazines

I would never think of booking a package
holiday

I usually wait for last minute deals instead of
planning holidays/vacations in advance

Agree very much/quite Neither agree/nor disagree Disagree very much/quite
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How much do Greeks love travelling and what 

experience do they look for in their Holidays? 

%
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I love coming back from holidays having
learnt something new

I love to spend my time relaxing during
holidays

When travelling abroad I love experiencing
the local culture

When on holidays, I love going to non-
touristic places

I prefer hobbies and activities during
holidays

I am passionate about travelling

When on holidays, I just want to eat, drink
and sunbathe

I always want to have some sort of physical
exercise during holidays

Agree very much/quite Neither agree/nor disagree Disagree very much/quite



What is the spending of Greeks on Holidays? 
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Travelling to attractions is very
expensive

I usually stick to my budget on
holidays

I look forward to generally spend
more money on travel/holidays

I love spending time and shopping
on airports/trainstations

I try to shop on duty free shops in
airports/stations to have better

deals
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How do Greeks relate with technology during 

their Holidays?

%

Agree very much/quite Neither agree/nor disagree Disagree very much/quite
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A phone/tablet can improve my
travelling experience

Having a phone or tabet makes me
feel like I won't miss anything while

I'm away

I like being connected to people
back home when I'm travelling

On holidays I can't get around
without my phone

Technology distracts me from
enjoying a good holiday



Types of Holidays

preferred by

Greeks 



Holidays on the beach, 
a visit to another city 
or to friends / family 
are the most popular 
types of holidays 
among Greeks 
this summer
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Holidays on the beach

Short visit to another city

Visit to friends/family

A tour in various attractions

Holidays for walking in nature

Holidays in camping/caravan

Wellness / spa holidays

Holidays for shopping
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Holidays in a thematic park (eg. Disney, etc.)
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«Which type of holidays do you intend to have this summer?» %



For Greeks, 
the main criterion 
for choosing 
the type of the most 
recent holidays 
has been financial, 
primarily the cost 
in relation to 
the quality, 
followed 
by the natural 
beauty of 
the specific area
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The relationship between cost & quality

The nature beauty of the area

Low cost (tickets, hotels, etc.)

Civilization and monuments in the area

I have friends/family in that area

My friends/family suggested we go there

I have been there before/have beautiful memories

Night life in the area

Athletic activities in the area

%
«With which criteria did you choose your last holidays?»
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